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Abstract. External storage (e.g., SD card) is an important component
of the Android mobile terminals, commonly used for storing of the user
information (including sensitive data such as photos). However, current
protection mechanisms (e.g., the permission mechanism) on the external storage are somehow coarse-grained, where the external storage is
controlled as a whole, which means all files on the external storage are
accessible once the permission is assigned to an APP. This coarse-grained
control weakness could be easily leveraged by the attackers. For example, the ransomware can obtain the access permission of the external
storage and encrypt the files on external storage stealthily for ransom.
In this paper, we introduce an Access Control List (ACL) mechanism
to enforce the fine-grained control on the external storage. With ACL,
the access control policy can be defined at the file granularity, and the
access permissions will only be granted to legitimate APPs specified in
a white list. First, we activate the Linux ACL mechanism on Android
system and extend it to the Filesystem in Userspace (FUSE). Because
the external storage is built on the FUSE filesystem, which is different
from the traditional Linux filesystems (e.g., EXT4) and thus not supported by the traditional Linux ACL mechanism. Second, we introduce
ACL-policy configuration interface in the Android framework, which enables the device owner and APP developers to set the fine-grained ACL
access policies for their files on the external storage. Finally, we implement a prototype based on the Nexus 6 devices deployed Android 6.0.1
and Linux kernel 3.10.4, and evaluate it on the stability, effectiveness
and performance. The results show our prototype system can effectively
prevent illegal access to the files on the external storage with negligible
performance overhead. As far as we know, this is the first work that can
really enforce ACL access control on the external storage of Android.
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Introduction

External storage is indispensable in Android system. Data communications between Android and PC system are mainly via external storage. Furthermore,
external storage is a cheap way to extend Android storage. Even today, APP
developers are still willing to store large data on external storage and share those
data with others.
However, Android security mechanism towards external storage is inadequate. Based on Linux kernel, Android inherits some features of the Linux architecture and mainly utilizes Linux discretionary access control (DAC) named
user/group/other (UGO) to protect external storage. UGO enforces access control policies according to APP’s Linux user ID (UID) and Linux group IDs
(GIDs). Each APP will be assigned a unique Linux UID at install-time, and
granted some Linux GIDs consistent with the permissions it requested. For external storage access, this kind of mechanism is rather coarse-grained. Device
owner can only determine whether an APP could read or write all the files on
external storage, while the range of accessible files is uncontrollable. SEAndroid
is another important Android security mechanism, but this mandatory access
control (MAC) mechanism cannot work well on external storage protection, because the policies of external storage access need to be changed frequently.
The lack of effectiveness protection on external storage makes it easy to
become an object of attacks. In recent years, external storage has become one of
ransomware’s major targets. Since external storage is accessible after obtaining
certain permissions, ransomware may encrypt all the files on external storage
stealthily for ransom. This attack mode has been adopted by many ransomware
such as Simplocker family [17] and DoubleLocker [8]. Moreover, malware may
analyze the data on external storage, such as geographic information of photos,
then user’s sensitive information may be exposed [24].
If we can restrict the access to the files on external storage at the file-level,
we can block the malicious access effectively while sharing files as we want.
Linux ACL is such a mechanism that can support fine-grained access control
policies on file access. It is hooked in the path of permission check after UGO
mechanism, and cannot be bypassed by userspace code. For each file, the ACL
can set different access permissions for different UIDs. The policies of ACL is
richer than that of UGO, and more fine-grained access may be enforced by it.
In addition, because every APP has a unique UID, ACL mechanism is suitable
for Android.
Unfortunately, it is not simple to implement ACL access control on current
Android external storage. Firstly, starting with Android 4.4, FUSE filesystem is
adopted to realize access control for external storage. Unlike traditional Linux
filesystems, FUSE does not support ACL well. Secondly, there are two types of
external storage filesystem format in Android, that is, the built-in SD card is
EXT4 format and the removable SD card is mostly VFAT format. VFAT format
does not support ACL at all. Thirdly, we have to make the policies of ACL only
be modified by the specific subject.
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In this paper, we overcome foregoing difficulties and present a complete solution to enforce ACL access control on Android external storage. We first activate the ACL mechanism in Android Linux kernel. Then, the ACL mechanism
is extended to FUSE filesystem through introducing ACL features into sdcard
daemon that in charge of FUSE based external storage access control. We also
add hooks into VFAT filesystem to make it support ACL features. Finally, ACLpolicy configuration interface is implemented to enable device owner and APP
developers to set ACL policies of their files on external storage. The interface
can effectively prevent ACL-policy tampering.
In summary, we make following contributions in this paper.
– We presented an ACL access control mechanism for Android external storage. Although ACL mechanism has been introduced into Linux kernel
successfully to enforce fine-grained access control on system file, the FUSE
used by Android external storage management does not support the ACL
mechanism well. Our solution is the first work that implements the extension
of ACL to FUSE based Android external storage. With the ACL mechanism, we can set fine-grained policies for every APP to block the potential
malicious access to these files on external storage.
– We design and implement the ACL-policy configuration interface compatible
with Android permission mechanism. The interface allows device owner and
APP developers to create customizable ACL policies. For device owner, a
system-level APP is provided, by using which the owner can modify the
ACL policies. For APP developers, a set of APIs is provided to customize
the ACL policies of files created by the APP. Android permission mechanism
is used to assure that only authorized policies configuration operations are
allowed.
– We develop a prototype system based on Nexus 6 devices with Android 6.0.1,
and Linux kernel 3.10.4 to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency. Experimental results demonstrate that our work may work well with negligible
performance overhead.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related
background knowledge. Section 3 shows the design of our system. Section 4
introduces how we implement our prototype in detail. Section 5 presents the
evaluation of our prototype system. Section 6 shows related work. In Section 7,
we summarize our work.

2
2.1

Background
Access Control List

Access control list (ACL) is a kind of access control mechanism adopted by
many systems. Linux has implemented complete ACL package [2]. Compared
with Linux default filesystem access control mechanism-UGO, ACL can provide an additional and more flexible permission mechanism. UGO access control
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mechanism just uses 9 bits to represent subject’s (that is, owner, group and
others) permissions towards a certain file. Take rwxrw-r– for example, the file
owner can read, write and execute it, the group that the file belongs to can read
and write it, and others can only read it. UGO is more or less coarse-grained.
Android introduced Permission mechanism based on UGO to implement finegrained authority assignment at the APP level [28]. Permission mechanism can
only make sure whether an APP can access external storage, and cannot cover
access control for every file on Android external storage.
ACL allows us to give permissions for any user or group to any file. ACL
policy is a white list of permissions attached to a file. Each entry in the list
specifies what permissions a UID is granted when accessing the file. For example,
an entry user:BOB:rwx means BOB can read, write and execute the file. ACL
mechanism is very suitable for enforcing access control on Android APP, because
every APP has a unique UID.
The ACL mechanism is compatible with the UGO mechanism. ACL is an
optional mechanism after UGO mechanism. If ACL mechanism is enabled, a file
access will be confronted with ACL check after passing UGO check. Thus, introducing ACL into Android will not affect existing Android security mechanisms.
2.2

FUSE Filesystem

Filesystem in Userspace (FUSE) [18] is a software module for Unix-like OSes
that enables non-privileged user to create his own filesystem without modifying
kernel code. This is achieved by running user’s filesystem code in userspace while
the FUSE module provides a “bridge” to the actual kernel-level filesystem.
Figure 1 shows how Android works with FUSE filesystem. As shown in Figure 1, raw external storage devices are mounted as EXT4 filesystem (built-in
SD card) or VFAT filesystem (removable SD card). Android uses FUSE to wrap
the raw external storage devices. Thus, any access to external storage has to go
through FUSE first, and then uses userspace filesystem called sdcard daemon to
access real filesystems.
It can be seen that external storage access in Android is actually done by
sdcard daemon. Sdcard daemon masks the details of the actual filesystem of
external storage. If we want to achieve functionality on FUSE based external
storage, we need to enable certain feature on sdcard daemon too.
2.3

Access Control for External Storage in Android

In Android versions before 1.5, an APP was permitted to write and read the
entire external storage freely. Since Android 1.6, an APP has to apply for some
permissions statically to access external storage. From Android 4.4, a UGO-like
permission management was adopted for external storage access [33]. All the
files on external storage are set up separately with the UGO policy. Although
Android 6.0 adopted the dynamic external storage access permission applying,
granularity of access control is still very coarse.
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Fig. 1. Operation Flow When APP Accesses External Storage.

As mentioned above, Android external storage permission management is
fixed and coarse-grained. There is no way to set permissions of a certain file on
external storage for a specific APP. As long as the device owner grants external
storage related permissions to a third party APP, the APP can read and write
all the public files on external storage as it wants.

3
3.1

System Design
Design Principles and Architecture Overview

Threat Model. Our work mainly aims at the attacks on external storage in
Android framework. The prevailing forms of attacks are malwares. Malwares we
discuss may take advantage of the inflexible coarse-grained permission management to utilize or damage the files on external storage, such as dig out user’s
sensitive information, encrypt files and modify files.
Assumption. In our work, we assume the Linux kernel of the Android platform is trustworthy. The attack will not destroy the security mechanisms of the
Linux kernel. We also assume the Android security mechanisms, such as Android
permission and sandbox, are effective and cannot be bypassed.
Goals. Our work is designed to provide ACL access control at the file-level
for external storage of Android. Only when the certain permissions are granted
to the UID attached to an APP, the APP is able to access the file on external
storage in a way specified by the permissions.
Thus, we propose a complete solution that enables ACL access control on
Android external storage so as to customize ACL policies for files on external
storage. Our system consists of following three modules: ACL policy management
module, ACL enabled module and ACL policy storage module, as shown in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Architecture Overview of Our System.

3.2

ACL Policy Management Module

ACL policy management module is designed to support ACL management. This
module consists of three parts: shared library, system-level APP and APIs.
This module enriches the Android shared library. Since POSIX ACL [21]
generally saves as extended attributes (so-called xattrs), ACL entries and xattrs
need to convert each other. Android does not support that conversions, so this
module imposes a shared library called libacl-devel [3] library into Android to
support that transformation.
In addition, a system-level APP is designed to interact with device owner
to customize ACL policies for the files on the external storage. Because most
of the files on the external storage are owned by root, a system service called
SDACLService attached with signatureOrSystem-level permission is designed to
communicate with Zygote to manage ACL policies using root privileges. Then,
our system-level APP uses this service to achieve ACL policies management.
Moreover, a set of APIs for APP developers is designed to customize ACL
policies for APP’s files on external storage. APP developers can use APIs to block
any other APP’s access to their APP’s files that may leak user’s information.
These APIs include wrapper functions that perform the ACL-related operations
provided by implanted libacl-devel library. The permission check embedded in
Linux kernel will determine whether the APP has capabilities to set ACL policies
on certain object.
3.3

ACL Policy Storage Module

ACL policies are stored in this module. Typical formats of external storage are
VFAT and EXT4. If we enforce ACL access control for these two filesystems, we
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may need to store corresponding ACL policies in the filesystem. It is generally
known that EXT4 filesystem stores ACL information with the format of xattrs
as a part of inode. Once ACL features of EXT4 filesystem are enabled, we can
utilize xattrs-related operations of EXT4 to store ACL policies. As for VFAT
filesystem, it does not support ACL features in essence, so additional ACL policies storage recorded in this module is necessary for this kind of filesystem to
realize the ACL access control.
In addition, except for specific directories, the owner of the files on Android
external storage is root, even if the files are created by an APP. In order to achieve
the APP’s ACL management towards its files on external storage, we need to
change the owner of those files. Thus, we record the corresponding relationship
between APP and its files in the uid.list, and use hooks to modify the owner of
files on external storage. The entity recorded in uid.list contains three parts: the
path of the file, the uid of file’s creator, and effectiveness of the entity (“Y” for
valid, “N” for invalid). For example, an entity /data/media/A Alice Y means
the file /data/media/A is created by Alice, and Y means this entity is valid.

3.4

ACL Enabled Module

ACL enabled module is the central part of our work, since all permission setting,
querying and checking have to base on it. Three major functions are included in
this module.
Enable embedded ACL of Linux kernel. Any ACL-related operation generated in ACL policy management module will finally turn into a system call for
Linux kernel. Linux kernel has embedded ACL supports disabled by Android for
some reasons. So this module will enable the embedded POSIX ACL features.
Extend ACL features to FUSE filesystem. Android uses FUSE filesystem to
wrap the real filesystems external storage based on, and uses a userspace daemon
to operate real filesystems external storage based on. Since current Android does
not implement the ACL or xattrs features for foregoing parts, this module will
extend ACL features from FUSE filesystem to the filesystems external storage
based on.
Enrich SEAndroid policies. Android has introduced a security mechanism
based on SELinux [30], called SEAndroid [32], to enhance system security. Any
additional function to Android system must be declared in the SEAndroid policies before being enabled. So, as we enhance the security module, we must synchronously add the corresponding SEAndroid policies.

4

Implementation

In this section, the implementation details of some critical components of our
work are described.
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4.1

Enabling ACL Features in Linux Kernel

First of all, we enable the embedded ACL features of Linux kernel. Although
Android disables some features of the Linux kernel, the entire functions related
to POSIX ACL still can be found in the source code of Linux kernel that Android
uses. Thus, in our work, we modify the build configuration file of the Linux kernel
corresponding to the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) [5] version we use,
to enable embedded POSIX ACL features. Table 1 shows modified arguments.
Table 1. Configuration File Modification
Argument Name
Original Value Value after Modification
CONFIG EXT4 FS POSIX ACL not set
y
CONFIG FS POSIX ACL
not set
y
CONFIG GENERIC ACL
not set
y

Then, we enable the ACL features for FUSE filesystem. To be specific, we
add source code of xattr-related functions (e.g., setxattr and getxattr ) into a new
file called xattr.c. Then, we backport ACL-related functions (such as setacl and
getacl ) into a file called acl.c to handle ACL-related operations. With these two
files, FUSE can call the ACL mechanism in kernel to complete ACL operations.
Furthermore, we enable ACL features on the real filesystems that external
storage based on to handle the ACL-related operations sent by FUSE. After
modifying the kernel build configuration, we enable the ACL features of EXT4
filesystem. Because VFAT filesystem dose not support ACL at all, we have to
introduce additional code into VFAT filesystem to make it support ACL features.
The ACL related code is hooked in the control-flow of VFAT filesystem.
After making the above modifications, we recompile the modified kernel
source code, and package it into the image. The new kernel image will support
the ACL operations towards external storage.
4.2

Introducing ACL Features into Userspace Daemon

The FUSE filesystem uses a userspace daemon called sdcard daemon to handle
the file operation requests acquired from FUSE Request Queue shown in Figure 2. Therefore, while modifying Linux kernel, we need to enable ACL-related
features in sdcard daemon, especially xattrs-related opertaions. Because FUSE
will convert ACL-related requests to xattrs-related requests and transfer the
requests to sdcard daemon.
We add xattrs-related operations into the source code of sdcard daemon
called sdcard.c to make sdcard daemon handle xattrs-related requests from kernel
FUSE filesystem. By tracking call flow, we found that it is handle fuse request()
function in sdcard.c that handles opcode of fuse in header structure gotten from
FUSE Request Queue and calls the corresponding function to complete the specific operation. Thus, we add extra opcodes and corresponding functions, as
shown in List 1.1, to complete the specific operation.
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Listing 1.1. Handle Additional Opcodes
1 switch opcode do
2
......
3
case FUSE_GETXATTR
4
call handle_getxattr
5
case FUSE_SETXATTR
6
call handle_setxattr

To enforce ACL at the file level, the ownership of the files on external storage
need to be various. However, as mentioned above, the default owner of the files
on external storage is root. We use the uid.list stored on ACL policy storage
module to make the owner of the files on external storage be specified. Following
steps are adopted to complete this function.
i ) We add a hook into the sdcard daemon’s function that parses packages.list.
Whenever FUSE based external storage is mounted or packages.list is changed,
this function will be invoked. As List 1.2 shows, the added hook parses uid.list
and stores the file’s ownership information in the hashmap, if the entity is
valid. If the entity is invalid, it will be removed from uid.list.
ii ) We add a judgment into permission-deriving function of sdcard daemon. As
shown in List 1.3, the judgment will assign the uid gotten from one hashmap
entity to the node.uid of the file, if the path of the file matches with that of
the hashmap entity.
iii ) We also add modifications into functions, such as file creation and deletion
in sdcard daemon, to make them dynamically modify the uid.list and the
hashmap.
Listing 1.2. Parse the uid.list
1 for all item in uid . list do
2
if entity is invalid then
3
remove the entity from uid . list
4
else
5
hashmapPut ( hashmap , entity . path , entity . uid )
6
end if
7 end for
Listing 1.3. Derive Permissions for Node
1 derive all attributes from the node . parent
2 if node . path exists in hashmap then
3
node . uid ← hashmapGet ( hashmap , node . path )
4 end if

4.3

SEAndroid Configuration

SEAndroid is a mandatory access control mechanism, so-called MAC. In SEAndroid, each process and file is associated with a security context. When every
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process and file is attached with a security context, the system administrator can
make the security access policies based on the security context, that is, decides
what kind of process can access the given file.
Due to the lack of rules in SEAndroid configuration, system will block the
functions we added. That is, SDACLService and sdcard daemon cannot operate
files’ attributes as well as read or write files on external storage, even after what
we do above. To make what we added available, we add rules into SEAndroid
configuration, showed in Table 2.
Table 2. Added SEAndroid Configuration
File Name
sdcardd.te

Policy
allow sdcardd storage file:lnk file {read write getattr}
allow zygote storage file:lnk file {read write}
zygote.te
allow zygote fuse:file {getattr setattr}
service context SDACLService u:object r:system server service:s0

5

Evaluation

In this section, we will evaluate our work. In order to evaluate our work, we
compare our prototype system (named as “Modified” in the tables) with the
unmodified system (named as “Original” in the tables) that based on same
AOSP version and kernel version as ours. We build the AOSP images from
version 6.0.1 for Nexus 6 devices, and build kernel images from version 3.10.4.
Then, we evaluate the systems based on following metrics.
i ) Test the impact on system’s stability.
ii ) Verify effectiveness of our work.
iii ) Evaluate performance overhead.
5.1

Stability

We downloaded 50 APPs that may read or write external storage from the
Android official market [20] for this test. Then, we manually run those APPs in
our system as well as in unmodified system. After properly granting permissions,
those APPs can read and write external storage as their functionality design.
Thus, we believe that our system is rather stable and does not affect the
legitimate operations towards external storage.
5.2

Effectiveness

Effectiveness towards Malicious APP To test effectiveness of our system,
we develop a testing tool to simulate the behavior of ransomware Simplocker
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family, that is, the testing tool can stealthily encrypt the files on external storage.
Then, we apply the testing tool on both unmodified system and our system.
In our system, we disable group privileges of external storage and set proper
ACL policies for external storage before starting the testing tool. After running
the testing tool, both of testing systems grant the runtime permissions towards
external storage to the tool.
As a result, barely all files on external storage are encrypted without notifying
the device owner in unmodified system. On the contrary, the testing tool do
nothing harmful to external storage except for its own files in our system.
Effectiveness of System APP’s Functionality In this part, we will illustrate
the effectiveness of the system APP (named as “ManagementAPP”) mentioned
in Section 3.2, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Firstly, we show the case that no permission is granted to the given APP, as
shown in Figure 3. Above all, we select a folder named “Ringtones”, as shown in
Figure 3(a), and click the button named “GRANT PERMISSION”. Then, in the
permission-granting interface as shown in Figure 3(b), we input “rootexplorer”
the name of an APP (if no input, it means to set the permission for the group
to which the file or folder belongs), and we do not select any permission. As
shown in Figure 3(c), the APP cannot access the data inside the selected folder
because the APP does not have any permission towards the folder.

(a) Select What You
Want to Set Permissions
for

(b) No Permission is
Granted to Given APP

(c) the Given APP Cannot Access

Fig. 3. No Permission is Granted.

Secondly, we show the case that all permissions are granted to the given APP,
as shown in Figure 4. The first two steps shown in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b)
are similar to those shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) above. As shown in
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Figure 4(c), since the APP obtains permissions, the APP can access the data in
the selected folder.

(a) Select What You
Want to Set Permissions
for

(b) All Permissions are
Granted to the Given APP

(c) the Given APP Can
Access

Fig. 4. All Permissions are Granted.

In conclusion, our prototype can effectively block the malicious access towards external storage.
5.3

Performance Overhead

Overall Performance Overhead We use three common overall performance
testing sets to evaluate our work’s overall performance overhead, that is, Quadrant, AnTuTu Benchmark [4] and Geekbench4 [19].
The scores and results of above benchmark tools are shown in Table 3. From
the table, we can see that the overhead produced by our system in Quadrant
Benchmark is no more than 5.26%, in AnTuTu Benchmark is no more than 5.6%
and in GeekBench4 is less than 2.08%, all of which can be negligible.
So we reach a conclusion that our system has little impact on overall performance.
External Storage Performance Overhead We use an external storage performance testing tool called A1 SD Bench [1] to evaluate the performance of
external storage.
We performed A1 SD Bench 10 times on unmodified system and our system,
then we calculated the average and standard deviation of the results. As results
of A1 SD Bench shown in Table 4, we find out that additional performance
overhead that our system introduces is acceptable.
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Table 3. Benchmark Result
Testing Item
Original Modified Diff. Diff.(%)
Quadrant: CPU
46699
45680 1019
2.18
Quadrant: MEM
14715
14715
0
0.00
Quadrant: I/O
5585
5291
294
5.26
Quadrant: Total
13780
13545
235
1.71
Antutu: GPU
5265
5118
147
2.79
Antutu: MEM
29348
29320
28
0.10
Antutu: UX
21327
20132 1195
5.60
Geekbench4: Single-Core Score 1009
988
21
2.08
Geekbench4: Multi-Core Score
2837
2827
10
0.352
Table 4. A1 SD Bench
Original
Modified
Mean(MB/s) SD(MB/s) Mean(MB/s) SD(MB/s)
Random I/O: Read
27.629
3.411
26.284
3.802
Random I/O: Write
0.845
0.019
0.828
0.058
Accurate: Read
50.241
1.107
49.82
1.617
Accurate: Write
63.789
1.495
58.349
1.729
Long Time: Read
47.887
0.399
47.437
1.282
Long Time: Write
63.269
1.302
57.867
1.328

6

Related Work

This section shows the overview of the related work. There are plenty of security
extensions proposed enhancing Android security, most of which are for the Android middleware layer or kernel layer. Section 6.1 introduces improvements that
mainly resolved the access control problem at the middleware layer. Section 6.2
shows solutions that introduced MAC access control into Android. Section 6.3
presents some solutions for Android external storage.

6.1

Android Middleware Layer Improvements

TaintDroid [15] allows users to track and analyze flows of sensitive data and
potentially identify suspicious APPs. Saint [27] enforces policies that leverage
the relationship between the caller APP and the callee APP. Apex [26] allows
users to accept a subset of the permissions declared by APPs. Kirin [16] alarms
users when APP’s declared permissions violate predefined policies. SPAC [36]
scheme provides fine-grained permission enforcement at component level. [6,
7, 13, 23, 29] are based on context to enhance Android security. Cai et al. [12]
modify both Android middleware layer and kernel layer to enforce ACL access
control on Android platform, but they do not offer an effective access control
scheme for Android external storage.
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Android MAC Access Control Enhancements

There has been a lot of work to harden the Linux kernel with MAC based systems that exercise the principle of least privilege more strictly. There has been
prior studies [25, 31, 32] on integrating and applying SELinux [30] in Android.
Besides, TrustDroid [10] and XManDroid [9] provide MAC at both middleware
layer and kernel layer, relying upon pathname-based security model of TOMOYO Linux [34]. And FlaskDroid [11] is a generic kernel and middleware MAC
based architecture that can support multiple fine-grained security policies and
use cases.
6.3

Android Improvements for External Storage

Currently, there are few improvements to enhance the security of Android external storage. Wang et al. [35] implemented an encryption filesystem on Android
utilizing FUSE, and can only protect external storage from the attacks from
outside the device. Our work can intercept internal APPs’ illegal access to files
on external storage. Do et al. [14] enforced filesystem permission on external
SD card by reformatting it to the EXT4 filesystem format. Our work does not
need that reformation. Liu et al. [24] carried out an empirical study on the data
stored on external storage of Android. They presented several attacks based on
these data and proposed a defense framework. The limitation of their solution
is that it only works at framework/API layer. Huang et al. [22] introduced an
external storage data sharing GID (ESDS-GID) into current Android security
model. This work extends the GID used to manage external storage, but it cannot set flexible access control policies for a certain file on external storage as we
did.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the Access Control List (ACL) for external storage.
We allow APP developers and device owner to create customized ACL policies for
resources they can manage on external storage. We present a customized system
by modifying source code of framework layer, middleware layer and Linux kernel.
Besides, we provide APIs for APP developers to enable them to use ACL policies
to protect APP’s resources on external storage, and offer a system-level APP for
device owner to create customized ACL policies. Evaluation results suggest that
the system can efficiently prevent the unauthorized APP from accessing external
storage as well as offer a stable environment with negligible cost.
Since Android 8.0 Oreo, SDCardFS replaces FUSE and avoids extra round
trip by being an in-kernel FAT32 emulation layer, and it is newly integrated into
AOSP. Since SDCardFS was not the mainstream when we started our work, so
our work aims at FUSE filesystem. In the future, we may introduce our work
into SDCardFS and simplify the process of granting permission.
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